Unauthorized use of materials or information of any type or the unauthorized use of any electronic or mechanical device in connection with the completion of any academic work.

**Online Assignments/Sources**
The fact that an exam or quiz is online does not necessarily mean you can use whatever materials you would like to complete the exam. Review the syllabus and seek guidance from your professor about what materials can be used for the exam and strictly follow that guidance.

**Cell Phone Use**
Cell phone use or possession is generally not permitted under testing conditions. Turn your cell phone off and put it in your book bag, purse, or another location. If you have your cell phone on your person and are caught looking at it during exam, the presumption will be that you are looking at it for academically dishonest purposes.

**Unauthorized Notes**
Unauthorized notes in any form, written anywhere, are not permitted under testing conditions. Examples of this include taping equations to your calculator cover and writing definitions on your leg. Also, be aware that exceeding your professor’s reasonable expectations for the materials allowed on the exam could violate the unauthorized materials policy. For example, if the professor tells you that you can bring one page of notes into the exam and you bring in three pages of notes, you would violate the policy.